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Assigned Committee:

The proposal maker(s) submit this proposal for consideration by the NSP Board of Directors in accordance with the NSP
Policies & Procedures. This proposal has been researched, is submitted in final wording with all applicable boxes
completed and information provided. I (We) have contacted and discussed this proposal with the appropriate National
Program Director or other staff and/or NSP Department Director prior to submitting the proposal to the national office. I
(We) have indicated how I (we) believe this proposal will impact the budget, both long- and short-term. I (we) understand
that incomplete proposal forms will be returned to the maker(s).

Proposed by:

Position:
Date:
Jim Woodrum
Central Division Director
08/28/2009
I (we) have consulted the following people in drafting this proposal:
Staff comments (if any) attached
Nat. Pgm. Director:
Nat. Office Staff:
National Staff:
Others: Region Directors and Division Director
The following references are relevant to this proposal:
CD Policies and Procedures
NSP Bylaws:
NSP Bylaws:
I (We) anticipate the following expenses, and have attached budget details and an explanation (as necessary)
Short-Term (this fiscal year):$800
Long-Term (sustained expenses):$0.00
The Executive Director:
agrees with proposal expense estimate, OR
anticipates the following expenses:
Short-Term (this fiscal year):
Long-Term (sustained expenses):
Proposal Text (attach additional pages as necessary; for bylaw, P&P, or other amendments of existing
provisions, show changes with added words underlined, and deleted words with a line through them):

The economic conditions in the Midwest are adding stress to families and making it difficult for many to make ends
meet. This proposal recommends a one time elimination of Division dues for any patroller that has lost their job
during calendar year 2009. This only applies for the 2009/2010 season and does not extend beyond this year. It is
not applicable to prior years nor to coming years. This does not apply to those retiring, taking a severance package,
or changing jobs, students going back to school after summer jobs, etc. It is intended to help out families where the
patroller has lost his/her job making it difficult to maintain membership with all the other pressures to keep a family
going.
In order to qualify for this exemption the patroller must provide written verification (termination papers, unemployment
papers, or the like) and a written request to their Region Director. Upon the RD’s approval the Division dues for
2009/2010 will be eliminated and a confirming email sent to the PD/PR and Division Registration Coordinator
informing them of the decision. In a situation where one of the members of a married couple may have lost their
income the RD has the right to make the same decision.
Proposal Explanation and Justification (attach additional pages as necessary):
We have approximately 6000 members in the Central Division. It is expected that this may impact about 100
individuals resulting in about an $800 impact on the budget. This could be plus or minus 10%.

Committee Revision of Proposal (if any):

Committee Action:

Accepted as Drafted

Accepted as Revised

Rejected

Withdrawn

Committee Chairman Explanation and Votes:

Final Board Action:

Adopted as Reported

Vote on Final Consideration (if vote count taken): For -

Jim Woodrum

CD Proposal
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Against -

Defeated
0

Abstain -0
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